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School Information
Year group

Nursery Reception

Number of
pupils

78

82

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

87

89

58

60

60

61

Impact
Below is an outline of where the funds have been spent and the impact it has had.
Activity

What is the need?
(Evidence why)
Competitions
PE support
Extra-Curricular Clubs
Range of swimming
activities to increase water
confidenceSwimming floats
Body support
Egg flips
Water polo goals
Pupils can access equipment
safely, taking control of
their learning

Cost (item breakdown
and total)
£2000

339.31

Swimming Trophy

Ensure all pupils are
participating in competition
Tracks allow pupils to run
safely
Competition

Yoga course

Broaden available sports

180

Kidzfit

Encourage pupils to take an
ownership of their own
fitness

360

Supply-travel plan
course GW

Staff member understands
the role and its effects on
healthy lifestyle

200

John Hampden Sports
Hub
Swimming resources

PE storage resources

Sports Day equipment
23.6.17
Sports Day lines

768.42
50.97

261.00

150
22.50

Impact
Increased pupils participating
in sporting and activities and
competitions
Number of certificates and
awards
given
out
have
improved (see file)

Teachers and pupils can
access equipment more easily
and have been able to
develop a broader range of
skills.
All pupils participated in a
competitive experience
Pupils’ sporting experience
enhanced.
All pupils participated in a
swimming competition with
something to aim for.
Yoga club offered to 20
pupils.
All pupils improved their
understanding of health and
fitness and how they can
make good life choices.
Staff member increased their
subject knowledge and has
started to improve the
number of pupils walking to
school
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2x supply PE
Coordinator course SS
GW
Bikeability

New PE coordinators
equipped with knowledge to
lead the subject
Pupils safety whilst
completing activities

400

PE order-mats
Rounders bats
Cricket bats
Wall clock

Resources required

726

Living Streets

Encouraging healthy choices
for life
Provide competitive
experiences
Provide competitive
experiences
Provide competitive
experiences
Staff take pride in their PE
teaching

216

Level 2 fitness
swimming coursex2

Enhance staff skills

370

Swimming fitness
resources

Increase the range of
activities offered to improve
water confidence and
fitness

860

Netball transport
Athletics transport
Cricket transport
PE uniform

920

50
80
80
119

Staff
members
now
understand the role and
promote physical fitnessPupils have the skills to cycle,
promoting healthy lifestyle
choices.
Teachers and pupils can
access equipment more easily
and have been able to
develop a broader range of
skills.
Improved number of pupils
walking to school
Competitive sporting
experience
Competitive sporting
experience
Competitive
sporting
experience
All pupils and staff are aware
of who has PE when,
promoting the subject at all
times.
Pupils experiencing a range of
activities to promote health
and fitness.
Pupils experiencing a range of
activities to promote health
and fitness.

Summary
We had two main aims for this year-promoting healthy lifestyle choices and increasing the
number and standard of competitive experiences for our pupils. As you can see from the
outline, the money has been utilised efficiently to meet both of these aims. From
discussions with staff and pupils, we can see that the attitude towards the teaching and
learning of PE is a positive one, with pupils disappointed if they cannot do their PE for one
reason or another.
Plan for next year
To maintain the competitive experiences, as well as making sure all pupils have the
opportunity to do 60 minutes of exercise a day by introducing the adaptable ‘mile a day’
for all classes.
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